A study of homonuclear dipolar recoupling pulse sequences in solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance.
Dipolar recoupling pulse sequences are of great importance in magic angle spinning solid-state NMR. Recoupling sequences are used for excitation of double-quantum coherence, which, in turn, is employed in experiments to estimate internuclear distances and molecular torsion angles. Much effort is spent on the design of recoupling sequences that are able to produce double-quantum coherence with high efficiency in demanding spin systems, i.e., spin systems with small dipole-dipole couplings and large chemical-shift anisotropies (CSAs). The sequence should perform robustly under a variety of experimental conditions. This paper presents experiments and computer calculations that extend the theory of double-quantum coherence preparation from the strong coupling/small CSA limit to the weak coupling limit. The performance of several popular dipole-dipole recoupling sequences-DRAWS, POST-C7, SPC-5, R1, and R2-are compared. It is found that the optimum performance for several of these sequences, in the weak coupling/large CSA limit, varies dramatically, with respect to the sample spinning speed, the magnitude and orientation of the CSAs, and the magnitude of dipole-dipole couplings. It is found that the efficiency of double-quantum coherence preparation by gamma-encoded sequences departs from the predictions of first-order theory. The discussion is supported by density-matrix calculations.